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Identify automated ways to improve the Dewey to enhance its usefulness as an
online tool.
Improved subject browsing;
Dewey is already being pressed into service (e.g.,-Web sites classified with
Dewey).
Many native classification schemes are emerging to fill the need (e.g., Yahoo);
Improve presentation of information in library classification schedules, including
more user-accessible vocabulary & better captions;
Jean Godby
Traditional uses of the Dewey Decimal Oassification
The Dewey research agenda-create a more flexible venion of Dewey
These changes are especially important for managing growing collections of
electronic resources, especially Web documents.
A new generation of products are needed that offer:
Proceedings of the rt' ASIS SIG{CR Classification Research Workshop
Library Classification Schemes and Access to Electronic Collections:
Enhancement of the Dewey Decimal Classification with Supplemental
Vocabulary
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